NLPCC-ICCPOL 2016 Shared Task Guideline:
Sports News Generation from Live Webcast Scripts
1. Task Description
It is an urgent demand to write and publish a sports news article
immediately after a sports game ends. Till now, sports news articles are
usually written by human experts or journalists. How to automatically
generate sports news has always been a very challenging problem.
Many Chinese sports-related web sites (e.g. Sina Sports, NetEase
Sports) provide live webcast services to users for watching sports games.
One popular service is based on live text webcast, and a webcast host
frequently writes one or several short sentences (i.e. scripts) to describe
the latest progress of the game in real-time. Users will know what
happened in the game immediately after reading the latest scripts. The
live webcast scripts are useful resources for sports news generation,
which are, however, neglected in the area of sports news generation and
summarization.
In this shared task, we aim to explore the possibility of generating
Chinese sports news from live webcast scripts. The task can be treated as
a special document summarization or text-to-text generation task. In
this year's task, we focus on football games. We encourage participants
to consider the characteristics of live webcast scripts and develop more
competitive sports news generation systems.

2. Data
We will provide sample (training) data and test data later. For sample
data, we will provide a set of live webcast scripts and the corresponding
news stories. For each sports game, we will provide at least two news
stories as the reference news. For test data, we will only provide a set of
live webcast scripts.
Part of the live webcast scripts for a football game (Chelsea vs
Sunderland on 2015-12-19) is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Part of live webcast scripts for the game of Chelsea vs
Sunderland on 2015-12-19
In addition to the live webcast scripts, we will also provide match
statistics and players statistics of the game, as illustrated in Tables 2 and
3. The participants can optionally make use of the match statistics in
developing their sports news generation systems.

Table 2: Match statistics for the game of Chelsea vs Sunderland on
2015-12-19

Table 3: Players statistics for the game of Chelsea vs Sunderland on
2015-12-19
However, the participants are NOT allowed to crawl and use any
news articles related to the given games on the Web.

3. Evaluation
The generated sports news articles will be evaluated both
automatically and manually.
For automatic evaluation, we will use the ROUGE toolkit. ROUGE-N
F-measure will be used as evaluation metrics.
For manual evaluation, we will use the pyramid method for evaluating
the content quality. We will also manually evaluate the readability and
overall quality of the whole articles.

